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From March '79
Tired of all who come with words, but not language.
I went to the snow-covered island.
The wild does not have words.
The unwritten pages spread themselves out in all directions!
I come across the marks of roe-deer's hooves in the snow.
Language but not words.
Tomas Transtromer
Trans. John F. Deane. Selected Poems 1953-1986. ( New York:
Ecco Press, 1986)
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Langour
Alone in the cold darkness
Racing in the fast lane
Walking down a New York avenue
Drawing from a nicotine stick
Leaning against a white wall
Unknowingl y posing for us all
You were a "Rebel Without a Cause"
Another "Giant" who was "East of Eden"
But something is wrong
We're both alone, robbed of youth, forgotten
I'm here too late, offering the wilted fragrance of flowers
And you lay with a cold, carved stone
Six feet above and behind your head
Leigh Steele
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Above Their Heads
Catherine Mason
It's late - later than most people work. Almost
everyone is gone but I got in late and haven't finished
everything. Fortunately I don't have much left, just a few
articles to type up - which is good because I'm starting to
feel burned out. The emptiness of the office somehow
makes it harder to keep on typing. I keep looking over my
shoulder out the big window beside the desk.
It must be around six, the sun is starting to go down.
Still there are quite a few people roaming around the plaza.
They're probabl y going home or finishing up their shopping
- the plaza is surrounded by shops located in the lower
stories of the office buildings. Iwatch the people for a while,
not wanting to turn back to what I'm supposed to be doing.
As the crowd starts to thin out (slightly - the crowd won't
really disappear until the stores close) it gets darker. Thick
dark clouds are beginning to move in over the tops of the tall
buildings, the powder grey of the buildings a real contrast
to the dull black of the clouds. But the clouds ha ven' t to tall y
covered the sky, there's still what looks like a glimmer of
light around the edges. Except the glimmer doesn't move
as the clouds do, it doesn't move at all. Looking at it closer
it seems to be below the clouds. Our offices are on the sixth
floor, far below the tops of the buildings so I'm not close
enough to really see what it is, but it looks as if it's actually
suspended between the two buildings on either side of the
plaza. Now, looking at the edge of the buildings I can see,
at the top of one, a man standing at the spot where the line
begins?
I quickly rummage through my desk drawers for my
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binoculars. I keep a pair here so when I get bored I can
watch the people in the plaza or the offices across the way.
Focusing on the top of the building I see it is a man with a
rather long pole. My God, this man is going to walk a
tightrope between the two buildings! What kind of an idiot
would do something like that? And with only some baggy
pants on.
I look down at the crowd in the plaza but no one is
looking up at the man. This is strange - if someone was
going to walk a tightrope between two buildings in the
middle of the city you'd think they'd announce it. But no
one seems to know.
The man has balanced his pole and steps onto the
wire as the clouds continue to creep across the sky. Why
would he choose to do this now, at sundown, with bad
weather corning on? By the time he gets across it'll be dark,
maybe even raining. Strange thing, this - and just the thing
to keep me from my work.
Up on the wire the man moves very slowly, his back
straight, eyes staring ahead, he takes a step and then waits.
I look down at the plaza - he's what, thirty, forty stories up.
I get dizzy jus t looking down from the window in our office
and we're only six stories up. Still no one in the plaza has
noticed. There's no net, nothing to catch him if he falls so
why didn't someone tell the people he was going to be up
there. He takes another step and pauses.
And there goes the phone making me jump in my
swivel chair, nearly dropping the binoculars.
"Hello."
"Hello, Angela, this is Susan."
"Oh, hello." I put the binoculars on the desk and fix
my gaze on the OUT papers.
"Have you finished with your articles yet? Laurie
says it would be nice if you could get them to her tonight."
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I look over at the rough copy of the interview I
haven't finished typing up yet. "I'm almost finished, I only
have a couple more pages to type or so."
"Have you checked with Andy about the
photographs?"
"Yea, I did that this morning."
"Great. Talk to you later."
Time to finish that article. There's more to type than
I thought, it takes me near Iy forty min utes. lout the finished
copy on top of the others ready to be carried out.
From the corner of my eye I see the binoculars and
remember the man. He hasn't moved very far, I thought
::_e'dbe halfway across by now. A whistle comes through
::~1ewindow as the wind brushes across it. That man must
e having a hard time - the wind is bound to be much
.trongcr up there. There doesn't seem to be anyone on the
/.::. uildings to watch him or tell him if he should get off the
.ine. He's all alone.
The wind blows again and the man takes another
step, rocking slightly. He pauses longer this time. I almost
expect him to start going backwards to the building he
started on but instead he moves on. The wire flashes like a
line of light as he steps on it. I hear something like a tap
against the window and notice a drop of water running
down the glass. It's starting to rain.
"What are you looking at?"
I jump again and turn quickly. It's Mark looking as
unique as ever, his long, wavy hair crowned with a
multicolored headband and a long coat of red and purple
splotches topping off an otherwise black wardrobe. Ah, the
wondrous life tha tworks for these music magazines! I hand
him the binoculars and point up.
"There's a man walking a wire between the two
buildings."
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Mark moves closer to the window and looks in the
direction I pointed.
"What is he doing up there? This is really some kind
of stupid!"
"And it's starting to rain, too." Just then more drops
tap against the window and I look up trying to make out the
man against the black sky. "Is he moving?"
Mark nods his head. "He's trying to. He looks like
he's thinking about turning back." Mark hands me the
binoculars. "How long has he been up there?"
I stand up and take my position at the window.
"Quite a while. About an hour and a half I think." The man
does seem somewhat lost but I can't see his face clearly. He
takes another step as the rain begins to come down at a,
steady pace. I shake my head and pass the binoculars back
to Mark. "I can't believe this. There's no way he's going to
make it."
"I don't think he has much choice, he's almost half
way across now."
I look down at the plaza. Despite the darkness and
rain there are still some people walking around.
"Oh God, the wire's swaying." Mark's voice causes
me to look up as the wind hits the window making it rattle
against its frame. I look up but can only see the flash of the
wire as it bounces.
"Fool. Don't even try it." Mark's voice is low, his
teeth clenched. He lowers the binoculars and steps back as
the falling pole comes into view. It crashes into the plaza
nearly hitting a couple of people. They move aside quickly
and look up. The line of light is swaying and bouncing as
the rain comes down harder. Another blast of wind rattles
the window and the white line breaks, curling toward the
buildings like two springs released. I can't see the man.
Any moment I expect to hear someone scream but
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we're too far up to hear anyone in the plaza. And then I see
him, his arms waving madl y as he tries to find the net no one
put up. It all slows down, each foot he drops taking several
minutes.
He comes within two stories of the ground and I
cover my face with my hands. All is quiet, perfectly silent.
Slowly I look up at Mark who is staring at me pale, shaken.
Did he watch it all? We just stare at each other until we hear
the sirens.
In the plaza everyone has moved away from the
center where the man lies, a dark pool around his head like
a halo. A red light cuts through the darkness and two men
in white rush to the body as I feel Mark put his arm around
my shoulder. Then another van pulls up next to the
ambulance and two people with TV cameras get out.
"You know, no one would have even known wha the
was trying to do if he hadn't fallen."
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Personal Gravity
He stood there quietly
Crowded by the smoke from his cigarette
Which swirled unambitiously towards his body.
And knowing that loneliness
Like a very old cat
Creeps in and out of the room and his mind,
He came to the conclusion
That it must be personal gravity
That causes the smoke
To make its way into his eyes
As he begins to cry.
(Certainly, it was not loneliness.)
J.J.
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Soul Food
Waiting.
Watching.
The cold, still air
Biting
At my soul. I listen
For the ruffle of feathers-
The far off sound of wings
Cutting
The cold, still air. I think. ..
Of pulling the iron trigger.
Waiting.
Watching.
The cold, still air still
Gnawing
At my soul.
J.J.
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The Tie That Bonds
Catherine Mason
Itwas a wet night but not a stormy one and now as
the sun comes up it still drizzles. I sit in the chair by the
balcony door in my bedroom, looking across the street not
really seeing anything. I feel like I am waiting for something,
that I have been all night but I don't know what. It feels like
something isn't here that should be, like a piece is missing.
Maybe it's because I haven't slept bu t I'm not tired, I haven't
been all night.
I look around my room, brushing the white curtains
with my hand. Everything in here is white; whi te rug, white
bed, white furniture. It makes the room look larger and
brighter even at this time of the morning. If I were to step
outside into the hall it would be like stepping into another
house. Out there the rooms are slightly darker, filled with
reds, blues and greens. But all the rooms are small, this is
only a townhouse. It doesn't look that different from any
other house really, from the inside or the outside.
The sound of someone walking through wa ter draws
my eyes down to the street where a figure walks through
the puddles. She walks in the street not on the sidewalk,
thin shoes on her feet and no socks, clutching a handkerchief
to her face. As she comes closer to the house I can hear her
coughing. Hanna had decided to walk home in the cold.
Slowly I get up and walk downstairs to meet her.
The door opens as I reach the bottom of the stairs and Hanna
continues her coughing. As she hangs up her coat and takes
off her soaked shoes I just watch. Her coughing stops and
she breathes slowly, deeply, turning slowly to face me.
"How is your friend?" I ask, remembering that is why she
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wen t ou t yes terda y, to see a sick friend. It's someone she she
hasn't known for very long but she goes out quite regularly
to see her.
"They say she's doing a little bit better but they
wouldn't let me see her because of my cold." She sniffles
and wipes her nose before coughing again. I look down at
her bare feet.
"You look tired." Her comment catches me off
guard. Suddenly I feel tired. "Didn't you get any sleep last
night?"
"No. I wasn't tired."
Hanna shakes her head and goes into the kitchen.
"It amazes me how you can keep going without any
sleep. You keep doing this and you'll catch my cold."
In the kitchen she fixes herself a sandwich and cole
drink while I start to heat some water.
"Is Drew here?"
I haven't thought about him since yesterday when
we saw each other for lunch. Now his face enters my mind
and it feels like I had almost forgotten him.
''No. I'm supposed to meet him later."
Hanna nods and my water whistles. I get up slowly
as Hanna watches.
"You need some sleep. You're never going to make
it through the day."
Hanna is in her room, I can hear her occasional
coughs through the walls. I sit in my chair in the grey, late
morning ligh t and wai t. It's only 10:30and I'm no t supposed
to meet Drew until 12:30. His picture is on my dresser on the
right side of the big oval mirror; his brown eyes gaze out
past perfume bottles and make-up containers. Ihave known
him for two years, the longest time I have dated a man. He
is the only man I have dated that Hanna has liked. His lean
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body and beard make him look dignified, like a gentleman,
yetfriendly. That's what Hanna likes about him, his "friendl y
elegance."
Beside Drew's picture, right in front of the mirror is
a picture ofHanna and me. Standing together no one would
know we were sisters. I look into the mirror and stare at my
image. There is my long, thick, black hair, my dark eyes, my
sharp features. I am everything that Hanna says she wants
to be - dark and distinct. But she is small with soft, light
brown eyes, brown hair and a rounded face. Hanna has
always been a person with hazy, undistinguished features
and wants. Nothing is set with her, nothing is certain, she
has told me she feels lost like she has no guidelines to tell her
where she begins or stops. So she takes in everything, gives
out everything, a sieve. She like to remind me of our
differences from time to time, particularly after Mom and
Dad have questioned her about her future plans. She thinks
I'm perfect.
At noon I put on a white dress and hear the front
door close. Hanna has left again to go wherever she goes on
the days when she doesn't work. Soon after, I leave the
house looking down the street as I shut the door but Hanna
is already out of sight. I get the car and drive downtown to
the cafe where Drew and I meet for lunch. When I get there
he is waiting, dressed in a suit and tie.
"You look beautiful." His eyes sparkle as he smiles.
I smile back and we are led to a small table for two next to
the window.
We order light meals and red wine, a pink flower si ts
between us as we talk.
"There is a good chance I will get the raise." Drew
gently tears a piece of bread off the loaf as he talks. "Have
any of the companies you applied to accepted you?"
I put down my glass and dab my mouth. "One of
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them has asked me to come in for an interview."
"Great. It would be wonderful if you could start
work as soon as you get out of graduate school." Drew
reaches for the bottle of wine and pours both of us some
more to drink.
After lunch we go for a walk around the shops. The
rain has stopped but the clouds still cover the sky muting
the sunlight and making everything look hazy. Bright
coloured clothing flashes at us from behind windows trying
to draw us in as we walk by.
"Are you still planning to move after you graduate?"
Drew winds my arm around his, pulling me closer to him.
"I would like to but I'll probably have to wait. It
might take some time to save enough money to get the type
of house I want."
We stop by a jewelry store. The gems manage to
catch the light and sparkle at us despite the lack of sunshine.
Drew points out several pieces that he likes. I look down at
the front of the window display and see a simple gold ring
set with a small red stone. It looks delicate and beautiful in
its plainness compared to the over-adorned pieces around
it. Just the sort of thing Hanna would like.
After dinner we decide to stay downtown and stop
in at some of the night-spots. As we walk I catch sight of a
red and blue neon sign that flashes the name The Downstairs.
A neon arrow points down a flight of stairs to a dirty
basement door of the building. I remember Hanna
mentioning the place so I steer Drew towards it.
Inside the club is smokey, dim lit and crowded with
moving people. Recorded music blasts over the speakers
mixing with voices of people laughing and shouting. Drew
and I push our way through the crown to find a place to sit.
Looking around I spot Hanna sitting at a booth wi th a group
of people I have never seen before.
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"Patricia! What are you doing here - this is hardly
your type of place!"
Hanna yells at us over the table as we get closer. The
group of people around the table squeeze together to give
us a place to sit.
"Hey - this is my sister Patricia and her boyfriend,
Drew."
Hanna points at us so all those who can't hear what
she says will know who she is talking about. They all look
at us and nod. Someone says something to Hanna but her
voice is lost in the noise. They laugh at their inability to
make out what's being said.
"It's awfull y crowded in here," I yell across to Hanna.
She nods and says something that sounds like" All the good
places are." I look around at Hanna's friends. All of them
are dressed in old -looking clothes, the colours having faded
/ a long time ago. The man next to Hanna knocks over a glass
spilling a dark liquid onto her shirt. She looks at the stain,
shrugs and continues her shouting with the girl across the
table. I begin to wonder what I am doing here as the noise
level seems to increase. Turning to Drew I motion that we
should go and he gets up. Hanna notices us leaving and
waves. Her friends all raise their arms and the entire table
waves at us as we wade through the crowd.
I get home late but Hanna isn't in the house when I
get there. Although I feel tired I can't get to sleep. I toss in
the bed until I hear the front door close. Hanna's home and
it's only three in the morning. She usually doesn't come
home at all if she stays out this late but she might have to
work tomorrow. The door to her room closes and I hear
music as it drifts through the walls. I stare at the curtains
until I fall asleep.
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I wake at 9:00 a.m. and go downstairs to eat before
getting dressed. Hanna is already there.
"Hi. Sleep well?" She pushes sandwich crumbs off
her placement and looks up at me. I just nod and sit down.
"Morn called."
'When?"
"Her usual calling time - 6:00 a.m. She was quite
surprised to find me up at that hour." Hanna rubs her eyes
and sniffles.
"What did she want?"
"Just wanted to know how everyone was-and why
you weren't up yet. She rolls her eyes and then looks down
at her sandwich.
"I said 'Morn, it's Sunday. Patricia has to sleep
sometime.'"
I start to feel uneasy so I get up to make some tea.
"I already put some water on." Hanna points towards
the stove and the white kettle on a burner. "Morn wants YOL
to call her back."
I pour myself a cup of water and select a teabag. As
the water begins to soak up the flavor I walk into the living
room to the phone.
"Hi Morn."
"Patricia, how are you? Are you feeling alright?
Hanna said you were asleep when I called."
"Yes - I'm fine. What did you want to talk about?"
I look down and see that the water in the cup has turned
dark brown. I pick up the tab at the end of the teabag string.
"Just wanted to see how you are. Have any of the
companies contacted you yet?" I take the teabag out of the
cup and then dip into the water again.
''No, Morn, not yet ..."
"We thought the CAM Company might have called
back."
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"They have alread y turned me down." The string on
the teabag is soaked so I pull the teabag out and hold it
above the cup, watching the dark drops fall into the brown
water.
"Maybe if you tried again. You're doing so well in
your business classes - "
"Mom, they don't want me, I told you that. Their
decision is final." I take the bag between my thumb and
finger and squeeze it, forcing all the liquid out of the bag.
"Patricia, you never know. If you'd try again ...."
Mom continues to talk and Isay as little as possible. After
she hangs up I fall back onto the sofa feeling drained and
useless.
"Mom get at you again?" Hanna's soft eyes soothe
me.
"She just can't take no for an answer. This is what
you get for being perfect."
The look on her face makes me feel warm and
welcome, the emptiness is filled. I close my eyes and relax.
"Why don't we do something together today. I'll
take you down to the mall and buy you a new dress."
"I can't - I'm going out with Drew today." The
warmth slowly recedes and Hanna gets up. "I thought you
had to work today."
"No, Julie switched shifts with me this week. Well,
maybe you should get dressed."
"I'm sorry ...." She shakes her head and looks away.
"I could use the rest, I didn't get much sleep." Now
she looks tired, worn and alone. The ticking of the wall
clock distracts me and I look at the time. I should start to get
ready, I promised Drew I would meet him early today.
Hanna goes back into the kitchen coughing slightly while I
head up to my room.
Iputon a black dress and a long string of pearls Drew
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gave me. As I turn to look in the full length mirror they catch
the light and glow, pale greens and reds flow around the
spheres like oil in water. I spray on some perfume and hear
the doorbell ring. Ifinish dressing and go downstairs to see
who it is. In the hallway Drew is talking to Hanna who is
standing in the kitchen doorway. Drew looks up and sees
me.
"I thought Iwould corne by and pick you up today."
He smiles and holds out his hand to me. As I get my coat he
opens the door.
"Take care of yourself, Hanna. Hope you're feeling
better soon." Hanna sniffles and smiles. She says goodbye
and waves to us as we leave.
The sun is out today so we take a walk in the park. In
the center of the park is a pond and we sit down on a bench
overlooking the water.
"You're very quiet today. Are you alright?" Drew
runs his hand over my hair gently as I turn to look at him.
"I'm fine. My mother called today ...."
"Urn. She try to get you to try again for the CAM
Company?" His arm slips around my shoulder but my
uneasiness refuses to leave me.
I look at the pond and watch the ducks swimming.
Two ducks swim past, glossy green feathers shinning out
from a mass of brown on the front duck. A smaller, lighter
duck swims behind. It doesn't look anything like the other
but somehow it seems to belong with the big duck. I an,
relaxed watching them swim past.
"I got you a present." Drew's voice draws me back
to the bench. He reaches into his pocket and brings out a
box.
"You know, we've been together for two years toda y.
I thought I would get you something to celebrate."
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I open the box and gaze down at a ring set with a
large green stone. I remember seeing it next to the ring with
the red stone.
"I noticed you looking at it yesterday, I thought you
might like it." Drew slips the ring on my finger and I give
him a hug. In my mind I see us together, in love but still
something seems to be missing.
When I get back to the house Hanna is sitting on the
living room floor eating chocolates and reading amagazine.
She looks up, her hands smeared with chocolate.
"Hanna -"
She looks atme with a questioning look, her eyebrows
raised.
"You're getting chocolate everywhere." I sit down
on the couch. Hanna looks at her hand and picks up a
napkin to wipe them off.
"How's Drew?" She looks at her hands to make sure
all the chocolate has been removed.
"Fine."
"Great." Hanna looks at the magazine which has
chocolate smears on the edges of the pages.
"Do we have anything here for dinner?" I ask.
"I don't know - I was going to go out." Hanna
doesn't look up as she talks. Her comment makes me
remember the club I saw her at the other night.
"I should have known. By the way, who were those
people you were with at the club the other night?" I don't
think I've ever seen them before."
"Neither have 1,/1she states matter-of-factly, holding
the chocolate box up to me.
"You don't know them?" I don't know why I'm so
surprised, Hanna spends most of her time out with people
she hasn't known very long. She has always seemed more
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comfortable around people she doesn't know. If she knows
someone for too long she lets the relationship decay until
that person becomes a stranger again.
"I met them at the club. Nice people. Oh, I almost
forgot, someone called about an interview. There's a note
in the kitchen."
Good, another interview. The note says it's for Core
Inc., a good business. Mom should be pleased.
"Is it someone good?"
"Yes, very good. I was hoping they would call me
in."
I stare at the note as I walk back to the living room.
"They seemed eager to see you."
Fantastic. I sit back down on the couch and beam at
Hanna.
"I better get this job, I never thought it would take
this long to find one. I only have one semester of school
left."
Hanna looks at me, smiling.
"If I get this I might be able to get one of those houses
we were looking at."
"So, Mom's talked you into getting one of those
houses."
Hanna looks down and shakes her head as she
crumbles chocolate wrappers in her hand.
"What's Mom got to do with me wanting a house?"
I feel upset but I don't know why.
"You didn't even like those houses. Every time you
make a major decision like that Mom was the one who
suggested you do it. The only reason you got that expensive
car was because Mom said it wasn't proper for you to be
seen driving the old one."
I shake my head and fold my arms. "This has
nothing to do with Mom and neither did the car. I got it
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because I wanted it."
Hanna looks at me, her gaze making me
uncomfortable.
"I don't need Mom to tell me what to do. I don't need
anybody."
/
It's 7:00a.m., I've slept through my alarm and I have
to be in class by 8:30. After that I have the job interview and
another class. I rush into the bathroom only to find there is
no hot water. After the cold showerIputon a blue dress and
Drew's pearls. By 7:40 I am ready. Now I have to find my
car keys which are hiding somewhere in the living room.
"Where are my keys?" I scream at the couch but it's
Hanna that answers.
"I think they're on the small table."
I find them and rush past her to get my purse and
books. Hanna stands in the hallway watching me as I head
for the door.
"How about a doughnut ...."
I turn quickly to tell her I don't ha ve the time and the
pearls catch on Hanna's ou t stretched hand. We move to get
the necklace free and it breaks, flinging pearls around the
small hallway like a shower of hailstones. I leave slamming
the door behind me.
After my interview I decide to skip my after noon
class. If Mom found out she would really get upset.
At first I think about going home then I remember
that Hanna's at work today so I head downtown to the
bookstore where she works. Mom and Dad weren't happy
when she quite college to work, they said she was ruining
her life. They always wanted her to be like her older sister.
Hanna quite anyway. She only works part time but she
never seems to need money.
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When I get there Hanna is fixing the window displa y.
"Patricia, I thought you had an afternoon class?"
I feel uneasy again as something tells me I should
have gone to class. I ignore it.
"How'd the interview go?"
"Fine - really well, I think."
Hanna places a book on a wire stand and steps back.
"You're just in time. I get off on five minutes."
Hanna places a few books on the shelves before she gets
ready to leave. She says goodbye to the other girl and we
leave. Rather than go horne we decide to walk around the
shops.
"Nice dresses - probably expensive. Green - isn't
that Drew's favorite colour?" Hanna stares at the dresses in
the window as I watch the cars pass.
"I'm supposed to meet him tonight, " I say absent-
mindedly. Hanna faces me with a smile and we walk on
"You've been seeing a lot of him lately."
"50./1
"He's a nice guy."
Drew's face emerges in my mind and suddenly:' '--
remember this morning and the pearls.
"What am I going to tell him about the pearls?"
"Don't worry about it./I
"But Drew gave me those pearls." I feel panicked.
They were the first gift Drew gave me.
"He'll understand-it was an accident."
Hanna stops at another window, her calm face
reflected in the glass.
"I can't get them fixed."
"The only reason the pearls meant anything to you
was because Drew gave them to you. You still have Drew,
so who cares about the pearls."
I begin to feel calmer.
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"I suppose he'll understand."
"Of course he will, you've been together a long time.
You know I keep wondering when you two are going to
move in together."
My breath catches in my throat and my mind starts
to race. "We couldn't. ..."
"Why not?" Hanna stops and faces me. "Don't tell
me you're afraid what Mom might say."
"I'm not ...."
Hanna looks away and smiles. "Mom never liked
him, she never liked anyone you went out with. You reall y
should stop trying so hard to please Mom - "
"I can't just do something like that on the spur of the
moment."
"That's Morn talking." Hanna points at me, her eyes
narrowing. ''What are you afraid of? You've known him
for two years!"
I start to say something but Hanna cuts me off.
"Look at you, you have everything you could possibly
want." Hanna makes a sweeping motion with her arm to
emphasize her point.
"You're going to be on your own soon, it's about
time you made your own decisions. You gotta take a chance
sometimes. And if everything goes wrong you can always
blame me for it."
Hanna smiles and picks up my hand to look at my
watch.
"You'd better get going if you're going to meet Drew
at the usual time." She lets go of my hand and starts to walk
away. "Say hello to Drew for me, okay?"
She waves and heads down the street. As she walks
away I hear her cough and looking at her I see that she has
no shoes on. And as I watch her I feel the missing piece lock
into place.
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graffiti
Someone drew sperm on the wall
How do I know it's sperm?
Because I know how pop artists think.
Every word is sex,
every picture profane.
Noone reads books in the
library anymore.
White, smudged with cartoons of genitals
And scripts of rumors which
don't even bother with
innuendo.
Crude.
And here I am
Reading the walls.
Missy Smither
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Murder
A bee's brief being
Has been eliminated
By his entrapment between
A vicious notebook and an unrelenting blackboard
Much to the relief of the witnesses
It must be spring
Missy Smither
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Pudding cup of daily bread
"Don't lick the lid
you'll cut your tongue,"
I still hear Mama say.
But I earned this pudding
with my blood
so I lick lids anyway.
Missy Smither
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Always in the Dark
Darrin Deany
The Station.
Grey, blurred figures. None with faces, nor features,
blending in with their dim-lit surroundings. The only
sound an occasional leather sole shuffling on the dusty,
cement floor. No one looks up or around in fear of having
to speak. This is always avoided. All lonely people-
~onely,grey, silent figures. And, tonight, I am almost one of
.hern.
The Train.
/ I sit in the very back. My car is empty except for me.
= like it that way. The train eases out of the tunnel and is
swallowed immediately by the waiting darkness. My car is
the darkest. Inside, I can barely see a thing. I love the dark.
Nobody ever sits in my car. Grey people need a little light.
In the back of the train I sit and cry. Because I know no one
can see. Here I could die and nobody would know. But I
don't even want to die tonight. Nobody ever comes in my
car . No one even cleans it. There is garbage under the sea ts
from weeks ago. I know, I put it there. Easing through
Matteson, I am still crying.
The Grey People.
Stopped at Matteson, more grey figures sh uffle their
leather soles up the ramp and onto the train. They all flock
to the front of the train, where the "no smoking" sign glows,
and the foggy windows try to mimic. One never talking to
another. No one from Matteson ever sits in my car. Grey
people stick together. I'm glad I'm alone though. I wonder
if grey people ever cry.
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We stop again at Homecrest. One grey figure shuffles
on. This one heads right back to my car. She sits towards
the front, but she is in my car. She tries to read some
magazine but gives up. As she moves out of mine and into
the next car, I can see just how grey she is. A grey that is
lighter than white, and much darker than black. How can
she not even realize this? I don't think that grey people do
cry.
Again, a stop at Washington Park. More grey figures
living for a dim source of light. Grey people love shadows.
Still, no one sits in my car. And still I cry.
The Shadows.
Bending around corners like split coffee over a tab.s -
edge. They can exist in any light. They seek out the grey
people, then swallow them up.
The silence.
The cinders along the tracks absorb what little sound
the wheels make. The engine is blocks ahead of me. The
speaker never says when the stops are, the grey people
know.
They must not talk for fear of being heard. Silence
does that to everyone. I never speak, alone, I have nothing
tosay. Nobody hears me cry. Tonight,Ilike being alone just
a little more.
The shuffling feet of Washington Park are miles
behind and my car moves on-the darkest car-cradled in
a blanket of night. lsi t very still on a moving bed of silence.
The Dark
Nighttime is always darkest when I ride the train. It
is a very fresh oil-based darkness, so thick that it never
dries. The darkness keeps my car from touching the others.
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It eases it from behind, so that it keeps up. It keeps the
shadows out and the silence in-I never talk anymore.
The dark is so hea vy sometimes tha tit slows the train
down a little. The train doesn't mind.
The Train and Grey People
The train likes things. It likes going slow. It likes the
dark, and I think It likes me. I know it likes the dark. I
wonder if it likes the grey people. I wonder if anyone reall y
likes the grey people. Do they even like each other? Some
nights the train makes noises. All the people in front look
around, and out the windows. But I know what it is.
Sixmiles from Hazelwood, wailing in the dark. The
denseness of the night is even thicker outside of the city.
And, even the train is crying for the grey people.
The Cafe Car.
/ A tear, as it stops on the end of my nose, salts the
»>: smell of microwave popcorn that visits my car. Then, the
tear. The smell. Are gone.
More About Grey People.
One mile from the city, they start to get restless.
Looking straight ahead, no speaking ...they know we are
almost there.
Shuffling feet break this trip's silence. Anticipation,
nervousness. Grey people love company, but must keep
moving. What do they look forward to in the city? My car
takes the longest to get there. I like it that way.
The City.
Stepping off the train, I wipe my eyes and turn to
look a last time at the train, and my car. Before me, the train
leaves the station and is sucked in once more by the heavy
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darkness. Hazel wood is a city full of grey peop le. The ligh ts
are dim and there are many shadows. The streets are barely
lit, and the people shuffle down them, not one saying a
word. It's late at night, and there are lots of people out.
Shuffling down the pavement with no where to go. Why
aren't they talking?
More About The City.
I love my city at night. Walking home, I always keep
some night between everyone and myself. I am not one of
them. Not lonely. Alone. I love my city really late at night.
I love the smell of the hot asphalt cooling off in the dark.
They never even look around. Not even at nigh:.
They don't notice the city or even each other. This is ve:
they never cry.
Myself, the Grey People, and The City.
I used to talk a lot, then, less every day. Once, I f2.:
really grey. Now, I just cry. I love my city at night.
My House.
I shade my eyes as I walk past the neighbor's yard
light, and up my sidewalk to my door. My house is as I left
it. Dark and empty. Upstairs in my room I sit on the floor
and start to cry again. I wonder where the train is by now.
I wonder if anyone is sitting in my car. I doubt it. I'm crying
harder than ever now. Why don't they ever talk?
I may cry all night. In a couple of hours the sun will
be up. The grey people will still move down the street, still
shuffle their leather soles on the cement. Because, even in
daytime, there are shadows.
I will stay in my room all day. Waiting until the 7:00
train brings the dar kness back to my city. Tomorrow, I'll try
not to cry so much.
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Isolation.
When I am on the train, I am in my room. I am alone,
again.
I cry for the grey people. Trapped in shadows, scared to talk
- scared like me, but not for the same reasons. I live alone
in the dark - always in the dark. The shadows will never
get to me here.
Morning
The sun comes up over a grey, little city. The
shadows cast by neighboring buildings fall short of my
window once more. The curtains fight off wave after wave
of light.
Shuffling. Right below my window, all day long.
I lie, face down on my carpet, listening for voices
_/ outside that never come.
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mulling in the sickness of
mulling in the sickness of
sweetness, he purges himself
by never allowing again.
Rebecca Horne
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the moon is a forward mistress
the moon is a forward mistress
shining into her backyard
where we
huddled next to the dark in
half amusement
silly teeth smiles
believing there may be some
credit to cheating and lying
we rolled in pine needles
as the moon shone suspiciously.
Rebecca Horne
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Real
Shannon McGlade
I stood on the stage and looked out into the darkness.
I could tell there were chairs and some people out there, but
only the sketchy outlines. Of course the director was out
there, somewhere; I could only hear his voice as he com-
manded directions to the dancers and singers on stage. His
high-pitched, Southern drawl diplomatically eliminated
the auditioners that he felt were unsatisfactory. One fat girl
left the stage in tears. The director plainly told her that she
was too overweight and to seek a job moving pianos.
Another girl wore blue jeans for her dance audition. He just
asked her if she got off the farm much and excused her front
the audition. I was so scared.
I don't know why I came to this audition. Here Iwas,
barel y unpacked from our move South, and I saw this notice
in the paper for the local theatre audi tions for The King and
1- I am really putting myself on the line. A new kid in town
in every sense of the word. I didn't say anything to anyone
at the audition. I just danced. I made it.
Moving to a different home is a tough situation to
endure, but moving to a different part the the country is
even worse. The people proved to be friendly and helpful,
but they were very odd and seemed very plastic. Especially
in the theatre where everyone is plastic, the pretentiousness
and phoniness were more evident. One day I got a phone
call from the director's secretary.
"Shannon, this is Marilyn, Lake's secretary. You are
required to attend rehearsal tonight at 6:00. He was so
impressed by your talent and look that he wants to use you
in some extra scenes. Please plan to attend."
Flattered and surprised, I tried to make myself look
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like a "theatre pro" that night. I wore the biggest shirt of my
Dad's that I could find, and of course, it went un tucked out
of my faded jeans. I wore the oldest leotard I had under the
big shirt and threw my tights in my dance bag. Tying my
hair back straight off my face, I wore little make-up, sort of
a Meryl Streep look. My mother shook her head not,
understanding my reasoning.
I sauntered up to the stage door-that magic door
where the ordinary characters enter and transform them-
selves into something extraordinary-with all the sophisti-
cation and maturity a freshman in high school could mus-
ter. Backstage was dimly lit and cluttered with sets from
past productions and plays, so I watched my steps care-
fully. I could hear Lake's voice from the audience rehears-
ing Fran, the female lead of the musical. I watched in awe
as she floated around stage, hitting every high note. Itwas
only the second week of rehearsal for her and already she
was gorgeous. People at the audition said that Lake had a
way fo bringing out the best in anyone. He was "simply
wonderful," in the words of the stage director.
Fran finished her solo and Lake stayed silent for
awhile. Then in his thick Southern drawl, he asked where
tha t little bunhead was tha tMaril yn had called for rehearsal
today. I poked my head out from behind the curtain
backstage.
"Ah, yes honey," he drawled. "Do come out here so
I can place you with the scenery."
Place me with the scenery?? I have classical ballet
training to be part of the scenery?
My first encounter with Lake-less than thrilling.
Rehearsals got more and more detailed and soon we
were at the point of putting the entire show together for
continuity's sake. No stopping and starting, just straight
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through. During these rehearsals someone from the cast
would sit with Lake when they were not performing and
take notes on his comments and criticisms. In the unwritten
code of honor of the theatre, this duty is quite an honor.
Taking notes for the director means that he trusts you
enough to keep his off-hand remarks that do not get re-
corded confidential. Of course there are some bits of
information that leak from a director's mouth that spread
faster than news of someone breaking up at school. For
example, the time that Lake was seeing the girl in the cast
that was also Miss Greenville. No one really had concrete
evidence of the off stage affair until Leslie, the cast gossip,
was taking notes for Lake one night. Just as a side comment
he said to Leslie to make note of the fact that Elizabeth (that
was her non-queen name) wasn't into the role enough.
Then he said that she never was really in too deep. I was
shocked and appalled!
Naturally when Lake asked me to take notes for him
that fateful night, I immediately began to redden. How
could I sit next to a man who revealed his private life to any
willing ear? I dug through my dance bag looking for a
pencil, knowing very well that there was one in the outside
pocket but hoping to kill some time before I had to go.
"Hon, don't worry about a pencil," Lake said.
'Why you'll dig all the way through that blame bag to find
one and we'll miss the first scene."
Precisely.
I followed Lake out to the house and sat in the seat to
his left and closest to the wings should I have to make a
quick exit. I flipped through the mint green pages of the
stenographer's notebook to find a clean page. Poising my
pencil to take notes, I stared intently at the action on stage,
hoping that Lake would think I was really engrossed by the
scene, but inwardly working up the courage to even glance
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at him.
The first scene faded into a scene that featured Tuptim,
a.k.a. Miss Greenville. Lake slumped back into his seat and
grunted in disapproval. His sudden movement gave me
the perfect opportuni ty to cast a glance his way. I shifted my
glazed focus onto him as though I was asking what note to
make on the queen. He didn't even know I was looking at
him, so I kept looking at his face. His pointy nose was the
most distinct feature on his face. A thick moustache cov-
ered his upper lip right below his sharp nose. His forehead
extended back further than the average person's and I could
see the strands of hair that grew as a result of his hair
implantation surgery. They stood out because at the base of
each of those pieces of hair was a bump of skin. It looked
like a piece of hair had grown out of a blemish on his
/ forehead. It looked like hairy hives!!! I'm sure my mouth
// fell open or my nose crinkled in disgust and astonishment,
but Lake didn't notice. He was far too engrossed in the song
Tuptim was croaking out.
I turned and watched the stage. When the vocal
massacre was complete, Lake grunted again.
"Better," he said.
"Better?" I repeated to make sure what I should
write and also to question his artistic judgement.
"Write it down fast, or do I have to take my own
notes?"
I wrote it down and didn't question his artistic
judgement ever again. His personal judgement was still in
question, though.
Opening night was only a week away and we were
having dress rehearsals every night. The costuming called
for the cast to paint themselves with this red mud solution
that made even a little Irish Catholic girl look Siamese. We
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all wore the solution except for Fran who played the English
teacher and the black guy who used baby powder to ligh ten
his skin to a Siamese color. We had to either dye our hair
black or buy a wig that was done up in a bun. I opted for the
wig.
The first night I wore it, I had trouble getting it to fit
tightly to my head, but nobody said anything. I guessed it
was satisfactory. I was wrong.
We lined up across the stage for a costume check.
Lake sat in the audience and went down the line critiquing
our appearance. He had an occasional comment about the
choice of some women's eye shadow color, but I had
followed his instructions explicitly and knew there would
be no reason for him to admonish me. I was wrong there
too.
"Shannon," he drawled. "Why that wig of yours
looks even more interesting tonight than it did last night."
He leaped out of his seat and ran toward the stage.
''Why tonight it looks just like a Jackie Onassis pill
box hat just a-settin on top of those curly red locks of yours.
Fix it before opening night or you won't go on!"
My face burned in anger and embarrassment as the
rest of the people laughed at me. I tried to laugh at myself,
but tears started to roll down my face. Damn it. I couldn't
let anyone know how furiously hurt I was. I started
coughing to make it seem like a fit of coughing created my
tears.
We all took our places for Scene One. I stood pa-
tiently in the wings knowing that my wig must be sitting six
inches off my head. Pride took over however, and I would
not leave the wings to fix it. I glared at the actors on stage
until they went blurry again and I couldn't fight back my
painful tears anymore. My pride was hurt, but I also felt like
the little immature kid among all the professional actors. I
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wanted to walk out the stage door and never come back
again.
I saw Marilyn walk by me. She didn't look at me.
Good. She walked in through the doorway again and I
turned away from her. She came up and put her arm
around me and handed me a tissue. I just broke into tears
when she hugged me.
"Welcome to the wonderful world of the theatre,
Shannon," she said. "People never really see how cruel
other people can be until they are trying to be something
they aren't."
I blew my nose and sat down in a chair as Marilyn
removed the wig.
Opening night came and went and Mom and Dad
/ said I looked like Mary Tyler Moore on stage. They said my
teeth looked so big and white in comparison to the dark
make-up and dyed black (yes, dyed black) hair, all they
could see was me tossing my hat into the air at some point
in the performance. Thanks Mom, thanks Dad.
The show ran for four weeks and just when I thought
the end was near, we did another week of hold-over
performances. The King and Iwas the biggest thing to hit
Greenville since Sherman's march. Lake basked in the
glory of his creation and never hesitated to take the glory in
its entirety. He didn't want to be in Greenville anymore
than I or others did. Broadway seemed so far away from
him and this show could be his ticket to better things in the
theatre world.
One night I was running off stage after a quick exit
and I ran right into him. I apologized for the incident as
quickly as it happened.
"You know, honey," he started, "you are an aggres-
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sive little girl, and I like that. You are tough, not quite mean
enough though, but in a couple years you will see how
important it is to be mean and selfish. Looking out for
number one is what it is all about. Remember that and
you'll be a great theatre success."
I still am not mean and I'm not a theatre success, so
I guess he was right.
Closing night was a lot more sentimental than I
thought it would be. We were all pretty sick of the show and
we could perform it in our sleep. The make-up had stained
our skin and my hair turned green from the nightly dying
and washing. We gave the final show as much energy as we
gave the first, and Lake hugged us all after the show and
invited us to the cast party being held at one of the cast
member's homes. I wanted to go so much, but it was a
Sunday night and I had school tomorrow. I begged Morn to
let me go, telling her how important it was to my profes-
sional career. She let me go. I think she felt sorry for me
since the play had taken my entire time this first semester at
school and I hadn't been to any football games. What I
learned at the cast party could never be learned from the
stands of a high school football game.
Mom took me and I instructed her to pick me up at
11:30 and she said she would be there at 10:45. I walked up
the walk to the front door and heard the music and laughter
from the cast inside. I felt so mature and sophisticated.
Marilyn helped me mix into the company by get-
ting me a glass of wine to hold while I gulped a diet
Coke I hid behind the chip dip. I laughed at their jokes and
held the wine glass to my lips to make it seem like I was
fitting in with the rest. One time I sipped a little of the wine
on accident and my head tingled. I laughed some more.
We all gathered around the piano and sang songs
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from other Broadway shows very loudly. I thought the
guys seemed really drunk, but I wasn't sure. Then I saw
Tuptim hold a mirror and a straw to her nose and she
sniffed a whole line of white powder. I remembered seeing
pictures of parties like this in our science and health class
last year, but I never thought I would actually be at a party
where it was happening. I stared in astonishment as three
more cast members snorted the powder. I felt foolish and
naive again. I wanted to leave.
Just as I thought abou t leaving, the door opened wi th
the warning of a doorbell and Lake burst in. Everyone
cheered when he came in and he waved and smiled at his
adoring cast, and I felt a little better knowing our captain
was here. He talked to some of the older people awhile and
then quieted everyone for an announcement. I thought for
sure he was going to New York.
Lake turned to his right and pulled a man to his side.
He hugged the man and then turned to us.
"My dear friends," he drawled one more time, "I
would like for you to meet someone who is very dear to me.
This is Mike, my boyfriend. We are leaving tomorrow for
Rio on our honeymoon!"
All color drained from my face and Marilyn came
and stood beside me. I had never in my short life been so
disgusted and disillusioned.
I asked Marilyn if this was a joke, and she shook her
head. I asked about Miss Greenville, Elizabeth. Marilyn
said it was all a ploy for Lake to get his name into the
spotlight and promote the show. The South loved scandal
and controversy she said.
Itwas 10:30 and I really wish Mom had been there.
I felt so nauseous. Marilyn helped me.
"Shannon," she began, "remember when I told you
the theatre was nothing but people trying to be things they
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are not?"
I nodded.
"Well, Lake is gay and he spends a lot of time trying
to be straight, something he's not. The success of the show
has gi ven him a new sense of confidence tha t prom pted him
to decide to make his lifestyle public. Don't judge him
Shannon. Accept him as an artist and as a true master of his
art. We are not put here to judge others; we are put here tc
learn from others."
I haven't seen grease paint or hot lights in abo:;
three years now. I do occasional performances, but tr.e
theatre no longer has the intrigue it used to have. The magic
of lighting up a house with a brilliant solo or standing on
stage as the audience applauds, has been replaced with my
quest for a career and a more secure life. The loneliness of
a stage career has been replaced by circles of friends who are
as diverse as the plays and musicals and their characters
that I used to perform.
Sometimes I miss trying to be something I'm not.
Life gets really tedious at times and I just wish I were in the
mountains of the Austrian Alps or in the back streets of
some New York alley waiting for the rumble to start. Then
I remember the solitude and self doubt that I conquered
each night before Iperformed. Every performer puts himself
on the line each night; sometimes he is successful in the
transformation to something he is not and other nights he
fails terribly. It is on those nights that he hates reality and
how he must face the truth. It is so painful to face the truth.
My Mom phoned today. We chatted about Patrick's
basketball games and about what jerks guys can be before
she told me the news.
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"I'm going to send you a newspaper clipping," she
said. "I think you will be interested in knowing about
Lake's death."
Mom's words took me by shock and surprise. She
read me the article. Lake had phoned the paramedics and
warned them about a man who had been shot. He told them
the man had AIDS and to be careful. Then he hung up the
phone and shot himself twice in the head.
Mom and I hung up, and I went about my day. I
thought about how man y things Lake had taught me wi thout
his even knowing it. He really was a talented and
misunderstood man.
I'm sorry he died the way he did and I'm sure
Greenville will sorely miss his contributions. I can't cry
though. I can't even force myself to shed a tear. I can't be
one of his mourners.
I can't be something I'm not.
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Far and away
Far and away
On the other side of time,
Stood a planet, an island, and
A time-bomb.
The planet itself was very round.
The island too stood as a drop
of dry earth in the middle of the sea.
The time-bomb was no less round.
And time encircled them all
And made them one until-
Far and away
On the other side of time,
A planet spun
A bomb blew
An island stood afloat
And the earth went round and round.
Katherine Barrett
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I used to think this and that way
I used to think this and that way,
Until that one day.
And I still thought this and that way,
And you were gone.
Then I thought that and that way,
Until that one day
When I looked and aimed and you
fell dead.
And now I think this way.
Katherine Barrett
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A Pretty Short Story
Darrin Deany
Itwas always Jeff and him. That's the way it was for
years. All through grade school, and now high school, they
were a team, always side by side.
Late one night, Tony was in bed, thinking about
things, but mostly about Jeff. He thought a lot about him,
Jeff was the only real friend he had. While reliving some of
the times they had, Tony is reminded of the time he first met
Jeff. It was quite a while ago, at least seven or eight years.
Eight years to a 16 year-old is a pretty long time.
Tony's mother had spoken about their new
/ neighbors, and about how they looked to be quite wealthy,
/ but never had she mentioned any kids. But one evening,
/ after dinner, Tony walked out in the yard, and there he was,
skateboarding on his driveway. He had obviously picked
Tony's driveway because it was the flattest and biggest
cement drive on the block, and Jeff's drive was not yet
poured. Tony, being jealous because he didn't own a
skateboard, told Jeff tomove on. When Jeff said he wouldn't,
Tony ran up to and shoved him, sending Jeff to the ground
and his skateboard zooming out into the street. They
wrestled a while and eventually Tony wound up on top,
being the bigger of the two. He sat on Jeff, holding his arm,
twisted behind his back.
Jeff's older brother, Steve, had watched this scene
take place from across the street and ran over to pull Tony
off of his brother. Steve made the two make up and shake
hands, an idea which didn't sound too bad to Tony, since he
had come out on top in the scuffle and he kind of liked the
idea of trying out that skateboard of his. From that point on,
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Tony couldn't remember fighting one time with Jeff.
They really were best friends. Tony always hung
close to Jeff because he didn't have any other good friends.
He was a tough kid to get along with, and most kids just left
him alone. Jeff was always by Tony's side because he felt
protected with him. Tony was a big kid and Jeff had a
mouth that got him into trouble a lot.
Jeff was a real bright kid. In fact, he was the smartest
boy that Tony had ever met. Jeffwould constantly make up
these crazy little games, like; who could guess the amount
on a grocery receipt, or who could guess how many cars
they'd pass on the way to school. And, Jeff would always
win.
Tony thought a lot about his best friend that night,
it was getting late, he couldn't sleep. He remembered some
of the crazy things Jeff would talk him into doing, and how
he would always follow right along. He thought of the time
Jeff rode his bike down the stairs at the library and fell off,
almost breaking his neck. And Tony had to try the same
thing, just because Jeff told him it was fun. Jeff had lied, but
Tony loved him that much.
The two boys shared everything. They even cut their
hands with knives and went through some blood brother
ritual Jeff had read about in a Mark Twain book. The
thought seemed a bit corny to Tony, as he thought back on
it now, but it was something they both shared, something
sacred to Tony.
At 11:30,Tony was still in bed, too wired to sleep, but
too drunk to join his mother in the other room, who was
watching some late night movie. Tony had been drinking
that evening, it was Jeff's birthday. Jeff's older brother had
bought them a lot of beer. So, they drank a lot of beer.
Corning home drunk and fooling his mother was
never too hard to pull off. In fact, Tony was tempted to go
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into the next room and watch a little T.V. right next to his
mother. You see, Tony was a little young to even be
suspected, being only 16, and besides, that movie was
sounding kind of interesting to him. He had been listening
to it for several minutes, trying to picture what the actors
looked like. It sounded a little corny, but still he was dying
to get up and watch it.
Itwas about a fighter pilot in the war, whose wife
kept falling apart every time he'd leave her, even if he was
only going next door or something. Even the title was
corny. After a commercial break, Tony thought he heard
them say, "now back to 'Don't Miss Me Till I'm Gone'." A
corny title for a corny movie, he thought. And he was just
getting out of bed to watch it when the telephone rang.
Tony heard his mother talk clearly in the next room.
He knew that it was Jeff's mother on the phone. He knew
that Jeff was in some kind of trouble, and by the tone of his
mother's voice, so was he. All of a sudden, he fel t like he
had to throw up. He would've too, if his mother hadn't
walked in.
"Tony, are you awake?"
"Yes."
"Tony, do you know where Jeff could be, I thought
he was with you tonight?"
"He was. Maybe he's over at Steve's." Jeff had
driven to his brother's so that he wouldn't have to face his
parents in the condition he was in.
Tony wanted badly to throw up now, but he couldn't.
Jeff had just turned 16 that day, Tony knew he shouldn't
have let him drive to Steve's. He waited all night for the
phone to ring again. It never did.
He and Jeff used to play this game. They'd hear a
siren in the distance, then have to guess whether it was a cop
car or an ambulance, before it turned the corner and came
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into sight. Jeff would always win. He always knew.
At 3:30 in the morning, Tony finally heard it. And
not even Jeff could beat him that night.
The sun was bright the next morning. Too bright,
thought Tony, on his way to the hospital. He hoped that Jeff
couldn't see how sunny it was that day-he couldn't. Jeff's
room had windows on two sides. The sun bounced off the
walls like a god damn prism, Tony thought. Why didn't
they lower the blinds or something? Tony moved slowly to
Jeff's bed like a fly across a window pane. Then he knew
why.
He talked through the bandages for hours, thinking
that Jeff could hear him, though the doctor told him over
and over he couldn't. He told Jeff about how he fooled his
mother again, and all about the movie he listened to the
nigh t before. Jeff made some noises now and then, and one
time, just before he left, Tony almost understood something
he mumbled.
Impossible, the doctor said. Too much brain damage.
But, on the way home, Tony knew what he said, or
at least what he wanted him to say. And that was all it took.
He knew he could beat his paren ts home ifhe hurried.
He rushed inside and right to the knife drawer. He didn't
even think about what he was doing until it was over. But
itdidn't matter. He had to. Anyway, that's what the pilot's
wife did when he crashed, Tony thought. I can't get showed
up by some corny late show.
Tony wasn't much on making his own decisions. Jeft
was always there to make them for him. This sure was a big
one though, Tony thought. Hedidn'tlikeitmucheither. He
hoped that it would be his last one, also. He was beginning
to feel depressed for the first time in his life. He couldn't
believe that his entire life had boiled down to a friend and
a stupid god damn late show.
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What a time for depression to hit, thought Tony.
Tony lay on the floor and bled. A lot. Starting to
regret what he had done. And thinking. Thinking how
lonely he would be without Jeff. How he and Jeff just had
to be together. And then, he knew. He knew tha t Jeff didn't
hear aword that he said to him in the hospital. He knew that
Jeff didn't say anything to him.
"Don't miss me till I'm gone," Tony said with a
smile. 'Way, way too corny."
Tony was still conscious when the paramedics rushed
In.
/
It's 4:20 and someone's playing the siren game. If
only Jeffcould hear, Tony thought, I just wish he could hear.
I know he'd win.
Outside, the sun lit the white linen and bandages on
fire. The chrome on the ambulance bumper reflected huge
rays of light. One blinding ray found Tony's face, as the
stretcher folded up and slid into the back. Tony kept his
eyes open. He wanted to hold onto the pain, keep it forever.
For now, he shared it with Jeff. And, like the day with the
skateboard, that day would always be sacred to Tony.
4:20 in the goddamn afternoon and the sun was still
bright as hell. Much too bright ...
... That day was quite a while ago, 20 years is a long
time to a 36 year-old. But, to Tony, it's not just a memory.
Tony went to visit Jeff today, again. He walks
through the door now and greets his family, in his house.
Tonight, Tony will leave his wife in bed alone for a minute,
as he goes into the kitchen to stab himself to death, just like
he does every nigh t.
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A Salute to Sipping
"One large Coke, please."
The Coke is handed to you.
What do you do now?
Of course, you reach for a straw.
Why use a straw?
Why not sip and savor this carbonated beverage?
Do you think it will last longer if you
slowly slurp the sugary soft drink?
What is the purpose of this cylindrical mediator
between your lips and your cup overflowing?
Does it add something real to this
Drink which is 100% artificial chemicals?
Be daring.
Release yourself from the throes of this impersonal habit.
Cast off this meddling middleman
and reacquaint yourself with the sadipity of the soda.
Use a glove to touch the warmth of your lover's skin,
unimaginable!
Wear sunglasses to experience the blinding brightness of
the sun,
Unthinkable!
So, let's make a toast to the taste buds
and the reawakening of the senses.
Now,
about that salad fork. ..
Paige Weinrich
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Olives?
/
Here are the olives.
No, they aren't Greek,
but they're super colossal,
with the souls removed,
so they're easy to eat.
Linda Shay
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An Unhappy Beer
She teased him
he thought she loved him
but then
she put him aside
and forgot him
he stayed there all night
and no one else would touch him
others would think
"someone else has already had him"
and leave him there
like he was diseased
so Saturday morning
there he sits
alone
half-empty
Chris Rahe
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The Upstairs Apartment
Karen Stowers
It was a dank, coal night over Philadelphia. There
was a smoky cloud cover pushing the sky's ceiling lower to
the crumbled chimney tops of the far east side. There were
only barking dogs and an occasional spattering of rancid
rain on the graffiti-filled sidewalks, where the weedy cracks
became a jungle of their own.
Sitting on the brownish-green banks ofByberry Creek
was a large warehouse owned by a Mr. Townsend, a man
who cared more for the products in his warehouse-even
the warehouse itself-than the people who worked there.
He was a stout man who wore a suit everyday, but the look
was ruined by the coffee stain on his tie that he got while
drinking his morning cup in the car. His one bushy
eyebrow was always tense, making the hairs stand straight
out from his face. As for facial expression, Mr. Townsend
wore a glare all the time unless his end of the month report
was exceptionally good.
That night Mr. Townsend carne to oversee an
extensive project and found a young man asleep in the
otherwise empty conference room. Jake, an exhausted
college student, had rubbed his fingers raw in assembly
work. He was pale from the stress of classes during the day
and late work nights.
Mr. Townsend grabbed Jake by the collar, shoved
him against the chalkboard and spoke in a low, fierce voice,
"I don't need lazy kids like you taking away from my
profits!"
Jake's eyes blazed with anger and hurt; this wasn't
the first time Townsend had harassed his overworked
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employees. Jake had worked there for two years, always
the late shift, no benefits, no credit, no time off. In the past
year he had seen four good workers who supported large
families forced to leave because of small infractions that
Townsend wouldn't tolerate.
That night, after everyone left, Jake doused the boiler
room with gas from the company pump out back, cracked
the back door open, and lit a newspaper. He left the paper
at the back door and ran. By the time the paper's flames
had ignited the gas, Jake was several blocks away on a
deserted street.
The next day Jake found out that Mr. Townsend had
been in the building; he died in the blaze, trying to put out
the flames himself in order to save his life's work and
profits. Although no one would suspect him, Jake decided
he would move away. After making his decision, he
smothered the event in his heart.
***
/ Jake dropped his two Samsonite bags and fumbled
. around in his pocket for the key. The wooden sign to the left
of the door said 902 1/2 Fuller Road, his new home. After
opening the door and toting in the bags, he looked around
the small upstairs apartment. The first thing he noticed was
the yellow glow of the November sunset melting through
the large west window. It was the only window in the
apartment, having ten square panes but no screens or
cranks to open it.
Beneath the window was an accordion-shaped heater
tha twas stained abrownish-pink where a previous occu pan t
must have dried clothes in the winter. This was the only
heat source, but the room seemed warm enough.
The room was both a living room and kitchen,
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containing a gas stove, small table, green side-by-side
refrigerator / freezer, overstuffed black chair, green and
black plaid couch, and a corner bookshelf which was missing
a leg and leaning against the wall. To the left was a door
leading to a bathroom that smelled of lime. Walking
around by the couch, Jake spotted another door, this one
leading to the bedroom. The sleeping area was only four
paces wide and long, but the closet was spacious. He
retrieved his bags and unpacked what he had brought. The
rest of his possessions would be arriving tomorrow by
truck.
***
Jake was in his playpen pounding a plastic ba
against the cardboard-like bottom. His mother left the
room to check on dinner when a frayed, electrical lamp cord
behind the playpen suddenly popped. The television being
on, she didn't hear anything. The pen's plastic weave
melted in the flames; Jake stared at the bright sparks,
mesmerized by them. His mother discovered the fire,
snatched him up, and put it out before he was hurt.
***
Jake had been trying to flip eggs for his mother
when the grease scorched his small hand. He tried once
more with the plastic spatula and again the grease popped,
but this time in his face, turning several spots on his face and
chin red.
Angril y he slid the pan of the burner and threw it
across the kitchen and into a cabinet. He ran out the back
door and didn't return for several hours, even when he
heard his mother yelling, "Jake, c'mon honey! Nothin's
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been hurt ... come home Jake!"
***
In junior high Jake was harassed by Leech, an older
boy who flunked the seventh grade twice. Jake managed to
stay away from him by ducking around corners or by
standing by teachers in the hall. But, one day when Jake was
using the restroom, Leech stood in front of the stall so that
Jake could see the boy's muddy tennis shoes. An orange ash
fell from Leech's cigarette: it burned a brown spot on his
right rubber-soled toe. As soon as Jake reservedly pushed
the metal latch to he side to unlock it, Leech slammed the
door open, smiled self-confidently, and blew a puff of the
choking smoke into Jake's face. Leech pinned Jake's head
against the gritty cement wall so that Jake was straddling
the toilet seat. Slowly Leech inched the cigarette closer to
Jake's cheek. Just as Jake could feel the small circle of heat,
:,e kicked Leech in the knee making the bully fall back and
~Jowing Jake to escape.
***
/ Jake had been sent out to burn the trash. He carried
:-;10 brown grocery sacks in both arms and the matches in
his fingers. He dumped the load into the rusty can. The
black and white ashes floated up tohisnostrils then fluttered
away in the breeze. He lit the bags and watched the fire
engulf them. Seeing a branch nearby, he picked it up and
stuck it into the fire, so that the end glowed. He took the tip
and made an Xon the ruddy barrel, the writing turning the
barrel a flaky black. He then wrote his name on the barrel
and threw the stick into the now glowering pot of embers.
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***
A very tall, stocky woman was sitting at her kitchen
table talking on the telephone. She was the landlady of the
three upstairs apartments, one of which was Jake's. Her
husband, who was equally as large, was also at the table
smoking a generic cigarette and reading People. Although
he told her to get off the phone, she replied she never saw
her friends so she had to phone them. Putting the magazine
down and grinding the cigarette out, he muttered under his
breath that her "friends" didn't want to see her.
" ... Judy, I rented that upstairs apartment today!
And only a month after it happened. Uh huh ... yeah. He's
a young guy from Philadelphia, probably doesn't know a
thing about it. ..yeah. Well, ifhe doesn't know, I'm sure not
gonna tell him. I'd never be able to rent the apartmen t agaip
since it happened. Funny, he looks so much like Rick,yea:;
uh huh ... "
***
Once the trucks had been brought up to ths
apartment, Jake followed the sweaty delivery man back to
the truck and paid him. Itwas a brigh tmorning; the sky was
a crystalline aqua, void of clouds. But when Jake returned
to the room to unpack, the place felt extremely dingy, which
seemed strange considering the window was still curtainless
and all the lights were on. Jake went to the panes and saw
the sun's blazings washing a windshield in the street below,
yet it couldn't penetrate his room. He shrugged. The
apartment simply needed a good cleaning and some
personality to brighten it.
***
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InDetroit a brown-clad garbage man stooped over
to pick up and dump the two tin cans on the corner of
Schaefer Street and McNichols Road. The wind blew
yesterday's afternoon paper, which the man grabbed before
it blew into a muddly puddle. On the front was an article,
"Unidentified Person Burns Dog; Kills One." A person had
allegedly poisoned a German shepherd, presumably his
own, dumped the body in a private garage, and drenched
the place with kerosene. The fire burned down the garage
and the adjoining house, killing one sleeping occupant.
Charges are being filed by the husband of the victim.
The garbage man crumpled the ink-smeared paper
as he climbed into the truck; Rick watched him pull away
and went back to his packing. He was going to St. Louis and
dJuld rent an apartment there until the heat was over.
***
_/ Jake detected a strange smell in the main room, close
::1 the heater, but not in the other rooms. As he poked and
checked the heater for any lodged items, he tried to describe
the smell. It was smoke and singed hair. Not finding
anything but a very small pile of a few black hairs, Jake
made a mental note to buy an air freshener.
***
That
night Jake plugged in his radio and rolled the dial clear
across to find a good local news station so that he could find
out more about St. Louis. Once he found one, he went to the
bathroom to shower. More than anything, he had turned it
on to fill up the lonely apartment with something other than
his breathing.
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***
0 ••• and the latest on the Rooker murder ... Reports
about the man who was murdered in an upstairs apartment
on Fuller Road are still inconclusive. The mysterious event
involved a man who was completely burned yet the buildL6
sustained no physical damage ... "
***
By the end of the week, Jake's apartmen t was settlE:::_,
yet it was still dark. There never seemed to be any light
during the day, but around twilight, a glowing yellow light
poured through the west window. Jake was more concerned
about the heater, though, because each day the apartment
grew a little warmer. But Jake never turned on the heater,
and to his knowledge he'd never heard any clinking,
clunking, or whirring from it. When he talked to Mrs.
McCauley about it, she had her husband examine it. Nothing
appeared wrong.
Annoyed, Jake asked about the lighting. She replied
that as long as the bulbs worked, she wouldn't do anything
about it.
***
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Jake set ou t for the People's down the street. After he
walked in, the teenaged cashier ran in to the back room,
emerging with a middle aged, balding man. Jake
peripherally looked at the two who stared at him. He
picked up two boxes of GE bulbs and slid his fingertips over
the packages. He wondered if they knew about him.
Walking to another aisle, he picked up the first air freshener
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he saw and then casually approached the counter. As he
reached into his back pocket of his jeans for his wallet, the
girl looked between Jake and the man while ringing up the
order, not sure of what to say. The man stared. As Jake
grabbed the bag to leave, she asked him,"Hey, uh, do you
happen to be any relation to RickRooker? You could be his
twin!"
"Uh, no. Does he live here in St.Louis?" Jake asked,
relieved that they were not on to him.
Both the girl and the man paled. She spoke quietly,
"Rickwas killed in a fire amonth ago. He used to work here.
Youjust look somuch likehim ... except that you have blond
hair and he had black.
Jake didn't know what to say, so he just nodded his
head sympathetically. Seeing that the conversation was
over, he left the store.
/ ***
That night as Jake was putting the bulbs up, he
pulled out the fixture in the main room. Remembering that
he had a tool box in the bedroom closet, he decided to fix it
himself rather than wait forMrs.McCauley's husband to do
it.
Once in the closet, he moved around a few unpacked
boxes. The box with the tools was on the bottom under the
box with the miniature Christmas tree his mother had sent.
As he lifted the boxes, he found an old cedar jewelry case,
delicately carved on the top. Itwas the size of a legal pad
and about two inches deep. There was no latch or lock, but
a frayed rope hung loosely around it. Puzzled at how he
could have missed it while unpacking, he took it out to the
main room.
Itmust have belonged to the person who lived there
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before. Al though Jake didn't consider himself a snoop, he
wanted to identify and return it. He gently lifted the heavy
lid.
The inside was lined with a musty smelling, orange
velvet. In the case was a picture, face down with some
wri ting on the back. As Jake reached for it, the room swelled
and crackled with insane heat. He looked around and then
walked to the door. He opened it and stepped in to the hall.
It felt cool, just right for November. The heat pouring from
the room was suffocating.
He went back to the case and snatched the snapshot
from the velvet coffin. He looked at a picture of himself,
except the figure in the picture had jet black hair. Quickly
flipping it, he read the back: Rick Rooker, age 22. He then
saw the top edge of the picture glow, suddenly turning to
flame. Jake threw it to the floor; a doom thickly enveloped
his heart. He would die the same death as Rick! Although
he'd never met Rick, Jake felt a surge through his veins and
a curdled sweat broke out. He felt a bond.
He seized the doorknob, trying to getaway, violently
turning it then jerking it in and out. It was oily so that he
couldn't get a hold on it. The apartment would not let him
escape. The west window glowed like orange crystal, the
panes changing shades and intensity with every strained
breath Jake took. The room was now filled with a gagging,
almost visible humidity.
The heater spewed out embers that jumped out onto
the carpet. Jake ran to the bedroom, found the tool box, and
clutched the hammer. Jake didn't want to die; he had to
fight. He charged the west window's mocking glare, his
eyes ignited in anger. Just as he lunged at the panes, the
heater vomited a sheet of fire tongues, throwing him back
on the carpet and into a corner. He couldn't move; the room
shrieked and pulsed with the orange, the orange ...
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He waited. The fire gradually ate its way to the
corner he was in, crumpled, wimpering, knowing that he
couldn't escape, just as Rick couldn't. Yes, he knew Rick
now. The growing flames walled him in against the
bookcase. He stared into the window as the flames walled
him in against the bookcase. He stared into the window as
the flames singed his hair.
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This Special View
Down salty steps I walked to reach
the sandy grass, and then the beach.
To find the girl who called my name,
to learn of what she had to teach.
The water's edge I walked around,
but not a single thing I found.
The mystery girl was surely near,
but still no sign, and not a sound.
The mirrored moon helped me to see
there was no one around but me.
Against a rock she finally spoke,
and then I knew she was the sea.
A hundred times I stood before
and saw the same scene through my door.
Through different eyes I viewed it then,
a moon's a moon, a shore's a shore.
My feet grew damp, the tide crept near,
I traced the shore line to the pier.
With baby's ears I heard the waves
call out the words that brought me there.
Just off the pier, a ballet show
of dancing masts in one long row.
And standing near the light house helped
the moon show where the ships should go.
Some people live their whole lives through
not knowing of this special view.
The sea too far for them to know
just how the girl can call to you.
But sadder still are people near
who never find themselves down there.
The many waves sound down the coast,
and never reach an open ear.
Darrin Deany
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life
Into the depths, the black water flows,
Into the depths, you and I go.
Darkness, darkness, we're swimming in black,
We've left the shore, there's no turning back.
No direction, in circles we go,
Lost, without any control.
Drowning going under,
We fight to keep breathing.
Violent the water,
We struggle to take a beating.
/
A flickering light off in the distance,
We follow at its insistence.
The light disappears in the mist,
Lost again in this endless abyss.
I dream I can see it,
Only a dream, that's it.
Just when we're going under,
Given up hope and the desire,
The light dimly shows,
The way to it we begin to flow.
Stronger, stronger, the light becomes,
Until it's so bright it glows like the sun.
Reaching, reaching in a state of bliss,
No feeling in the world can compare to this.
No more despair, we've found our way,
Touching the light, this is the day.
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A warm comfort washes over us,
Until the light suddenly turns to dust.
All the time, all the time we spent,
Too much time, it all came and went.
This is what we searched for,
The direction we fought for.
The light goes black,
You and I, we'll never come back.
The water drowns us, no more breath,
This is the goal, this is the death.
Dan Hays
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Compromise
Bright lights burn the new face
The mirror doesn't lie-
If you are porcelain, you're perfect
Trying to be something you're not
Lashes and lipstick, blush and base.
.:
"Five minutes to curtain," he calls
The audience waits for you
Fishnet hose and four inch heels
Give them all you've got, girl
Legs for miles, wicked and tall.
A last minute check, a quick squirt of spray
The music is starting
Hot lights and sexy, bold moves
Show-time for the dreamgirls
Success and exposure some other way.
Shannon McGlade
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The Long And Winding Road
Kim Stamm
John drove slowly through the drifting snow. Usually
he enjoyed this drive from Manchester to Addison; it gave
him time to think, but tonight, the weather made it almost
impossible. Seeing his father the way he was tonight wasn't
making it any easier either. John had no idea that cancer
could be so destructive when he first heard that his father
had been diagnosed with the disease. With all the new
ad vances they were making he was sure that his dad would
be cured. A couple of months of chemotherapy and then,
bang, the cancer would be killed, and his father would be
OK. The doctors said that Mr. Reeves would have two or
three mon ths at the most. That was six mon ths ago and now
they said it could be any time. John made a habit of visiting
his dad every Sunday night. They would talk,and their
conversations would help John feel better about letting him
go. His dad told John about his life, the hopes he would
never accomplish and the dreams he would never achieve.
He also told John about his mother, a woman he had never
known. Each week got harder for John to take, though. His
father's mind had started to wander, due to the drugs, they
said, and his stories never made much sense anymore. Like
tonight. John turned on the car radio as he began to think
back on their conversation.
His father had been asleep when John arrived, later
than usual tonight, due to the heavy snow fall. The nurse
ushered him into the room, and told John to pull up one of
the brown vinyl chairs that lined the walls. The small
county hospital hadn't been re-modeled since it was built in
the 1940' s as one of FOR's Alphabet Soup programs, and so
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the chairs had been patched more than once. John found
one that looked half-way decent and moved it over to his
father's bedside, carefully, so it wouldn't scrape across the
floor. IV's, cotton swabs, and needle packages littered the
bedside table. The nurse gently spoke to his father and
raised the bed a bit so that he could see John. The darkened
room disguised the now permanent black hollows under
his father's eyes. It would also hide the tears that John knew
he would shed as he watched his father struggle with the
pain.
"How's it going, Dad? Did you have a good day?"
John watched his father's blank face for awhile, stood up
and then moved toward the window framed in plastic
curtains. He stared at the falling snow. His thoughts turned
to dying. Why does death have to be this way? Just let him
go, please. I can't stand this any longer. I'm suffering just
as hard as he is, can't you tell? John had never been sure that
God existed, but tonight it seemed only natural to plead
with someone. His pain and his suffering had finally
reached its peak and he had no one else to turn to. He was
alone.
In a few moments he tried to talk to his father again.
"The Bears won today, did you hear?" John spoke slowly,
afraid that the lump in his throat would melt into tears if he
spoke any quicker.
"It's a long road, John."
"What did you say, Dad, I'm sorry." John shook his
head and looked to the nurse inquisitivel y. She just shrugged
her shoulders and went about straightening the equipment
around the bed. Every once and awhile Mr. Reeves would
just speak out in his drug-induced sleep. The doctors and
nurses ignored it, they called it babbling, but tonight John
thought that the tone of his voice sounded different, urgent
almost.
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"John, it's a long road."
Nothing that John still didn't understand, he tried
again.
"Life, John. Life. Can't you see?"
"Sure, Dad. I see, but I don't understand what
brought that up?"
"Don't you remember? Addison Lake and our fishing
trip?" Mr. Reeves fell back heavily against the pillows.
John thought hard to remember any kind of
conversation that he and his dad might have had at their
lake house about life and a long road, but nothing came to
mind.
"Sure, Dad, I remember. Out in the boat?"
"Mr. Reeves, I'm afraid you're going to have to leave
now. Visiting hours are over and your father needs to get
to sleep. He has a drug treatment at 8:00 tomorrow morning.
I wish I could allow you more time since you got here so late,
but, you know, rules are rules."
"Yeah, OK." He turned to face his father one more
time. "Dad, I'll be back next week, all right? Take care of
yourself. Please. I love you, you know."
At the door, John stopped, and he slowly turned
again. The nurse had lowered his father's bed and was now
adjusting the pillows behind his head. Comfortable was the
key word now, he supposed. "'Night, Dad. I love you," he
whispered.
SR-S4 was piling up with snow and the howling
wind wasn't making visibility any clearer. John slowed for
each winding curve. The road from Manchester to Addison
was filled with them. "At least I'm coming down instead of
going up," he thought. His father's confusing conversation
filled up John's mind for part of the dri ve that wasn't so bad.
"Life is a long road." The phrase made sense, but he had no
recollection of ever hearing his father say it before. IfAddison
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Lake and one of our fishing trips. God, there were so many
good times there. Which one, Dad?" John spoke the last
sentence out loud for only himself to hear. All of a sudden
it seemed important to him that he remember what his
father was talking about. He searched his memories for one
that stood out, but his mind wouldn't focus. Itwas as blurry
as the night outside.
A song on the radio drifted to John as he tried to
remember. It interrupted his thoughts and John noticed the
words. Itwas anold Beatles tune that only got playing time
on Classic Hits stations. The words rang with familiarity.
"The long and winding road that leads to your
door." Staring intently ahead of him, John listened to
George Harrison sing the rest of the lyrics. As the song
continued, a memory stirred in the deep recesses of his
mind. He and his father walking along a trail that took them
around Addison's Lake. John remembered complaining to
his dad about the distance and the curving of the path.
Thinking back from there, John was finally able to picture
the scene that Joe had mentioned earlier.
It was the first time that Joe had taken his small son
to Addison Lake. They went in March so that John could see
the wilderness in its blooming glory. The trees were budding
and the animals, asleep all winter long, were slowly
appearing in the brush. Small patches of snow, still
untouched and white, lay on the forest's floor, waiting for
the sun's warm rays to mel t them in to the thirs ty earth. The
two began their day with an early morning fishing trip.
They ate their packed lunch, John's favorites, PB and J,
potato chips, and pop, in the center of the lake, surrounded
by the blue-green water. After they returned to shore with
enough fish for dinner that night, Joe suggested seeing the
forest and its growing beauty. A small trail surrounded the
lake and the two followed it around on their nature hike.
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John was thrilled at seeing his first deer, a mother and her
young fawn, and the rabbits nibbling at the tiny shoots of
grass. Blue jays chattered to them from the tree's highest
branches, while robins were too busy pulling at worms to
notice the intruders. Joe pointed to plants and trees, teaching
John about them all. By the time they reached the half-way
point, the excitement had worn off and John was beginning
to get tired. After much complaining and a few tears, Joe
finally agreed to put his son on his back and they returned
to camp like that. All the way home Joe talked about life and
its trials and tribulations, while John enjoyed the scenery
from his father's point of view. John didn't remember that
event until just now. And now it seemed like the most
important part of his life.
"Yes, Dad," John said to the windshield and the
blowing snow outside, "I understand."
Through the storm, John noticed his exit and pulled
off SR-S4 into Addison. The town's three traffic lights were
blinking and cast a yellow glow on the new fallen snow.
The streets were quiet; the only sound being John's tires
crunching on the virgin covering. Up ahead on the right
was his home, the one he had shared with his father for
thirty-one years. He pulled into the driveway slowly. After
he was inside and had shaken his coat and boots, John
turned on the radio and tuned it to a station that took
dedications in the evenings. He walked to the phone in the
kitchen and dialed the station's number.
"Easy Listening 101, what song would you like to
hear tonight?"
"Yes, I'd like to dedicate 'The Long and Winding
Road' by the Beatles, for my father. Thank you."
Outside the storm continued to howl. John watched
the snow from the living room's bay window and listened
to the opening strains of the music. His thoughts ran from
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his first trip to Addison Lake to his last trip, a year and a half
ago. That time it was his father who had tired from the hike
and they returned to camp for his sake. From the kitchen,
the phone rang and interrupted John's wandering memories.
Jumping slightly at the noise, he slowly turned and stared
at the phone on the wall. Its bright blue plastic made it stand
out on the cream-colored paint of the room. On the seventh
ring, John finally picked itup. Nodding every few seconds,
he put the receiver back after only a couple of minutes. He
quietly returned to the living room, pulled a rocker up to the
window, and as the storm swelled outside, he wept.
/
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Amy D. Brooks
The Papercut
The taut skin stretches
And splits.
Liquid wells up in the crack,
Pushing its way up
Until it breaks free and
Flows in rivulets
Through the small creases
And tributaries to that
River of red.
I wad the paper into a ball,
Throw it into the trash,
Put the finger in my mouth,
And suck on it.
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After A Rain
The earth smells of rain,
Sweet, fresh,
And clean.
The children find the puddles-
Into the mud, sweet and fresh,
And dirty.
The rain has passed
And the scent pulls them out.
Their cries and yells start slowly;
They find the new earth and rejoice,
Louder, longer.
The chalk marks are washed away
Leaving puddles for bikes to ride through
And trees that drip-dry
Above the children's heads.
The flowers and trees color the grayness,
Dotting the sky and dripping
Into the puddles that reflect the passing clouds.
Karen Sasveld
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Cats Have Padded Feet
Jennifer Moyer
When he was seven he used to beat up on his sister.
Sure, she was older, but he was bigger, and that was what
mattered. He would pin her down on the floor, his knees
pressed to her elbows, and would crush her blonde head
against the linoleum tiles with the heel of his hand. He got
used to her screams.
His dad had just bought abrand new car; it had turbo
action. How fast could it go? Zero to seventy in seven
seconds was what the salesman had said. What the hell,
he'd find out for sure. Which had moved, the car or the tree?
_~~llhe knew was a fifteen foot pine was in his lap.
He'd barely been able to climb the cold, cement stairs
/
:hat led to the enormous oak doors. He stumbled into the
. church. The pews reminded him of the rows of toy soldiers
he played with when he was little. He focused on the
draped Christ figure above the altar, his blood-stained
hands were nailed to the cross. His eyes met the sta tue' s. He
thought he saw it move. He blinked.
He could hear his parents' voices inside his head-
you have to get good grades so you can get into a good
college. B's aren't good enough, you need to get A's. Who
cares, anyway? So he gets a B in Marriage and the Family.
He's never going to get married anyway. Commitment?
Kids? Hell no, then he'd be a parent.
He once convinced his sister to eat an entire bottle of
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The crisp, autumn air filled his lungs, much like the
smoke he inhaled when he tried pot in the fifth grade. His
feet hit the moist ground and the soil provided resistance to
his stride. The leaves had turned colors and the red and
yellow landscape was breathtaking. There wasn't any
feeling in the world to equal to this high.
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Flintstone vitamins; he told her they were candy. He
brought her a bunch of dandelions when he visited her in
the hospital.
They were little rich kids with time on their hands.
They had dad's car and a case of Old Milwaukee in thE:
trunk. What more could they ask for? Fucking idiots.
He walked into the small confessional. He bent his
knees into the soft cushion and faced the dirty screen in
frontofhim. Adim light filtered through the mesh window.
Forgive me father for I have sinned ...
On the way to school, he and [ordie drank Bloody
Marys out of a thermos bottle jammed between the cushions
of the front seat. They even stuck in a stalk of celery from
the fridge. The alcohol would still be in effect until fourth
period. Then it was time for a lunch date with Jack Daniels.
He was very popular; everyone wanted to be seen
with the president of the senior class. Besides, he'd spend
money on them, anything they wanted. All the had to do
was pull his strings, he was like a puppet. Anne was captain
of the cheer-leading squad. They dated three weeks and
decided they were bored and should date other people. He
went to Marcos Island for Christmas break; the day he left
she hopped in the hot tub with another guy.
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The party was well under way. Beer bottles littered
the yard. A flashing strobe light danced across the picture
window. The guys were talking in the front seat about the
football game last weekend. They didn't see the guy step off
the curb. Jesus Christ, they were going to hit him. The
driver caught a glimpse of the guy in the corner of his eye
and jerked the steering wheel. But it wasn't fast enough.
The tires crushed bones. The car made a quick right and his
head hit against the back window, crashing into the glass.
He didn't feel it.
The other night he had the strangest dream. Fish
swam out of a glass aquarium and flew through the air.
Their large, elongated bodies resembled eels.
/
Anne's birthday was the weekend he got back. Her
new boyfriend bought her a $3 bottle of wine. He would
have bough ther diamond earrings. He and a friend crashed
the party. They stole the bottle of wine and drank it on the
way back to the car. It was like drinking water after the
bottle of vodka they had just finished.
One time he locked his sister and himself in the trunk
of their car while their parents were shopping. It was a
hatchback and he thought he could get the divider open.
After all, he had done it before. Itwas dark and the air was
heavy as carbon dioxide replaced the oxygen.
He watched the nuns go to vespers. He stared at the
white rosaries wound tightly around their clasped hands.
He wondered if they wore clothes under their habits. He
made it a point to find out someday.
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He couldn't understand everyone else's paranoia.
The Novacaine, the drill, the shower of fillings, he liked it.
His hygienist was in her mid-twenties with long, flowing
blonde hair and legs that didn't quit. He could see himself
in her tortoise-rimmed glasses when he laid back in the
chair. He had eaten a half a bag of Oreo cookies on the way
over; this was going to be a nice, long visit.
It's difficul t to wake up after aGin and Tonic nigh tcap.
Butwithout it he couldn't get to sleep. His father pinched
his toes to get a reaction. Goosebumps ran up and down his
body; his skin looked like a cold dead chicken. A Diet COkE
and Benson and Hedges; what a way to start the day.
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The car ran into a ditch. He rolled it back and fortl
to try to jar it loose. It wasn't working. He had an idea. HE
threw his brand new track letter jacket on the ground
behind the rear right wheel. Shreds of blue cloth flew
behind the car as he pressed the accelerator. He took it to the
dry cleaners the next day to be fixed.
He couldn't understand. Why him? He decided that
God hated him ... and he hated Him back. Easter was three
weeks away; they asked him to do the Sunday reading. He
accepted. 1/And they spat on Him and took the reed and
began to bea t Him on the head. And after they had mocked
Him, they took His robe off and put his garments on Him,
and led Him away to crucify Him ..."
The cops were close now. The driver turned down
a dimly lit street and into a driveway. As they left the car,
the most pressing issue on their minds was whether or not
to take the cooler of beer with them. They decided to leave
it and ran toward a wooded area. [ordie fell face down in
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the wet leaves. They tried to move him. It was no use, he
had passed out and there lay 145 pounds of dead weight.
Sirens screamed. They had to leave him.
He checked his mailbox on the way up to his room.
He received what sounded like a death threat from Rolling
Stone. They claimed that he hadn't paid his bill. Bruce
Springsteen pays his bills, why shouldn't he?
Mary, one of the school's counselors, had taken a
special interest in him. He was good looking, after all.
Maybe she thought so, maybe she was the same way in high
school, maybe she felt sorry for him. It didn't matter. He
wondered what she would be like in bed. She had to be
better than the sluts he usually slept with. What was the last
one's name? He didn't know.
He used to rip the arms off his sister's Barbie dolls.
/
He'd pour ketchup on the joints so it looked like real blood.
... Jnce, he left his Spiderman hanging naked on his sister's
vanity mirror. She screamed.
He and the guys went camping for spring break their
senior year. Mom didn't trust them in Florida. They went
to the campground and drove Jordie's truck through the
mud, the tires spun on the slick surface. For dinner they
cooked two pounds of hamburger, marinated in beer.
He was going to burn in hell, that's what they told
him. Jimmy Swaggart cheated on his wife. Who cares?
They made it back to the dorm. Once in the room
they crashed on the couch and broke out the Scotch. Christ,
they had done it. Just then the cops stormed the room.
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College was supposed tomake him smarter, right? It
did. He found that if he took No-Doze he could stay up
longer and drink more. A bright light shone in his eyes and
gave the room a harsh glow. The cold table beneath his skin
sent chills up and down him. He felt like hell. He could hear
the doctor talking to the nurse, "good thing they found hirr
when they did ...if we hadn't pumped his stomach ..." Tt2
lights went out.
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When he was six he cut all the whiskers off the rigr·.
side of his cat's face. The cat walked around in circles for
hours. His mom had to cut the other side of whiskers off so
the cat would regain stability. He also held the cat above the
dining room table, about one foot above the oak surface,
and dropped it upside down. It did, in fact, land right side
up. He surmised that that was why cats have padded feet.
He took a trip to Chicago. He rode the elevator to the
top of the John Hancock Building, fastest elevators in the
world. Once there he could see the entire city. The air
outside was frigid and the warmer lake water had caused
clouds to form over it in a halo. He signed the guest book
and looked at the preceding pages. Hassem Hakin-Israel
The next one caught his eye. Harold Washington-I live. It
was dated a week after the funeral.
His favorite color was black. Whywasn'titoneof the
colors of the rainbow? Leprechauns must not like black.
He was at the police station. Should he use his real
name or make one up? Who really cares? This guy didn't
even look like a cop. Where was Don Johnson? He was
alone at the desk; he shuffled through the papers. Nothing
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interesting. In the top drawer he found some keys. He
picked them up. The metal was cold in his hands. Christ,
what was he thinking? As if he wasn't in enough trouble.
On his sister's thirteenth birthday he gave her a very
special present. He gathered them from a nearby tree. They
were everywhere. He gently placed them in a brown paper
sack. Plop! The first one had sounded. They were still a
little green, with a soft fuzz covering them. He dumped
them down the front of her shirt- thirty caterpillars with
little, black suction cups for feet.
.:
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